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Self-similar dynamic quasi-two-dimensional sand fronts
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We report on a study of advancing quasi-two-dimensional sand fronts on an inclined flat and thin strip
confined between two vertical plates. These fronts form when a thin initial stream of sand running down the flat
obstacle gets trapped at some distance from the injection point. Right after this trapping, the front starts to
advance upstream and grow in time. The shapes at successive times are found to be self-similar in time. The
stability conditions for the obtained fronts are also outlined. A simple model for interface dynamics gives
reasonable predictions for the observed shapes.
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Granular materials can give rise to a variety of patte
such as sand dunes and sand ripples, which are subjec
considerable attention@1–3#. Some field studies have pro
vided quantitative information on the shapes of certain ty
of dunes@4# which permits some comparisons with theor
ical models@5#. From the fundamental point of view, unde
standing the dynamics, shapes, and interfacial propertie
large assemblies of beads or grains, such as sand dunes
ripples, and sand fronts is a difficult and timely proble
@6–9#. Granular materials exhibit behavior that crosses
frontiers between different states of matter and pose fun
mental problems in statistical physics, nonlinear dynam
and mechanics@10,11#.

To simplify the study of dynamic sand piles, we have us
a quasi-two-dimensional geometry, in which ‘‘sand front
are produced by simply pouring a jet of sand down an
clined thin and flat plane. This experiment allows the ge
eration of dynamic and advancing sand fronts with curv
self-similar shapes. The self-similar shape of the front tu
out to be well described by a simple model for the interfa
a driven convection-diffusion equation. It is important
note here that desert dunes do not show self-similarity a
the case here. This maybe related either to differences du
dimensionality or to the absence of other length scales in
problem.

The experimental apparatus~Fig. 1! consists of a quasi
two-dimensional cell composed of two transparent and
plates held vertically and separated by a distanceb of either
1 cm or 2 cm, and two flat and thin inclined planesA andB
which are sandwiched between the two vertical plates.
granular material used is either sieved dry beach sand, w
is relatively polydisperse and whose grains are irregu
~mean diameter is 0.3 mm!, or glass beads, which are rel
tively monodisperse and whose grains are spherical~mean
diameter is 0.45 mm!. A jet of sand is first poured from a
funnel on the first planeA. This first plane guides the runnin
sand, in the form of a thin and dilute stream, before enco
tering the second plane that has an inclination angleu with
the horizontal. The range of angles extends from a few
grees to slightly less than the angle of repose of the mate
used on the substrate. The running thin stream of sand on
second plane ends up getting trapped at some distancRi
from the injection point. Friction acts to decelerate the mo
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ment of the particles down the inclined plane which come
a stop atRi . This is confirmed by measuring the time ev
lution of the front of the stream of sand running down t
inclined plane. Once the sand gets trapped further do
stream, a small pile forms giving rise to a sand front growi
upstream as it is constantly fed with the incoming flux
sand~see Fig. 2!.

In this experiment, the main control parameter is the
clination angleu of the second plane. The mass flux per u
time Q was kept constant in a single experiment but w
varied to check for its importance. The results concern
distance of trappingRi from the injection point and the pro
file h(x,t) of the propagating front along with its tempor
evolution. The initial trapping is displayed in Fig. 2~a! and
the evolution at different times after the initial trapping i
stant is shown in Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!. Note that in Figs.
2~b,c!, there are no or very few grains which go behind t
propagating front. All the grains are trapped and are o
used to construct the advancing dynamic sand front. T
parts@Fig. 2~d!# characterize a typical structure: a large sta
and compact zone~dark in the images! and a relatively fuzzy
part where the grains are in motion especially near the fro
this is seen through the presence of the streaks from i
vidual particles. Note that their length and, therefore,

FIG. 1. Setup: two plexiglass plates separated by a distanceb of
either 1 cm or 2 cm, two inclined planesA and B sandwiched
between the two plates, and a funnel for sand injection. The
planeA, fixed at an angleu in j , laminarizes the flow and sets th
initial velocity of the stream. The second plane is fixed at a varia
angleu.
©2003 The American Physical Society03-1
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velocity of the particles decreases as they climb up over
front and proceed to the tail region. These moving partic
originating from the initial stream manage to go over the
of the structure and even beyond@Fig. 2~d!# to make it grow
vertically as well as horizontally. As no grains go beyond t
trapping point, the particles must decelerate and stop be
reaching this point. These are the main mechanisms for
construction of the propagating sand front. The curvature
the front of the structure relaxes once the injection
stopped. The tail of the structure@Fig. 2~e!# is roughly linear
and has a small well-defined angleuq with the inclined
plane. This angle is found to be between 1° and 8° depe
ing on the material used, the injection fluxQ, and the angle
u. When the front grows, this angle stays roughly const
with time.

Our central result concerns the successive propaga
sand fronts at different times after the initial trapping insta
The fronts are self-similar as they grow both parallel a
perpendicular to the inclined plane. Their shapes are in
pendent of time once the horizontal and vertical axes
rescaled by the base of the patternR(t). In Fig. 3, the pro-
files of propagating sand fronts from the same experim
photographed at different times are displayed; in the inse
this figure the same profiles rescaled by their respec
lengths are shown. The self-similarity is striking. Both t
characteristic length and the characteristic height of
structure grow similarly in time. Mass conservation dicta
that both these scales, the maximum height and the leng
the structure should scale asAt which is verified experimen-
tally ~see inset to Fig. 3, where the dependenceR25Dt,
whereD has dimensions of a diffusion constant, is clea
seen!. The range of times for which self-similarity can b
determined is about a factor of 5 between the initial time a
the final time, while the anglesu for which self-similarity is
easily seen extend from 8° to 22°. Smaller angles were m
difficult to analyze mainly because the injection region
reached relatively quickly.

Let us now discuss the properties of the trapping lengthRi
and the angleuq . In Fig. 4~a!, the variation ofRi as a func-
tion of u is plotted for different values ofu in j andQ. As u

FIG. 2. ~a! Initial trapping, ~b! and ~c! the growth of the sand
front (u520°), ~d! the region near the front showing the initia
stream and the flow of particles~camera shutter speed: 1/500 s,u
512°), ~e! a typical sand front and the different parameters.
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increases, the trapping occurs further downstream. The
crease ofRi versusu is intuitive; gravity plays a more im-
portant role whenu is large. The variation ofRi versusu
turns out to be well described by invoking the friction of th
granular material on the plate. By following the moveme
of the initial front of the running stream of sand as it dec
erates down the incline and before it comes to rest, we
termined that the trapping distanceRi is determined by the
balance between friction and gravity. This balance givesRi

5V0
2/2(m cosu2sinu)g, wherem is the dynamic friction co-

efficient between the sand and the inclined plane and wh
turns out to be independent of the velocity within the acc
racy of our measurements;u is the angle andg is gravity.V0
is the initial velocity of the front of the stream. This form fit
the data very well as can be seen in Fig. 4. The frict
coefficient turns out to be about 0.46 for the glass beads
between 0.5 and 0.6 for the sand.

Figure 5~a! shows that the angleuq is very small and
decreases linearly with increasingu, with a small slope that

FIG. 3. Several profiles obtained at different times. Left ins
The same profiles rescaled by the base length of the structureR(t);
a second set of profiles obtained for sand at an angle of 21
successive times of 2.8 s, 4.6 s, 6.1 s, 8.8 s, and 10.7 s is
shown. Right inset: variation of the lengthR2(t) versus time using
sand.

FIG. 4. The trapping lengthRi versusu, solid lines are fits using
the expression in the text.
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seems to depend on the material used. The angle of this
with the horizontal axis~i.e., uq1u) grows withu and stays
smaller thanuC , the static critical angle of repose of the sa
used. In light of the roughly linear dependence ofuq versus
u, uq goes to zero at a specific angleu l , which is not very
different fromuC but seems to depend on the injection fl
and the angleu in j ~this angle fixes the initial velocityV0 of
the stream of sand!. The anglesu l anduc for the displayed
data are 24 and 27, respectively, for the glass beads an
and 36 for the sand. From direct tests, whenu is greater than
u l , the trapping is much less efficient, and the front does
form unless triggered by blocking the sand near the outle
the cell. If triggered, the sand front can form but is not sta
and disappears eventually. Slightly aboveu l , a front can
form spontaneously and advance upstream but its shap
very different. The tail is long, and relatively flat with a sma
height, while the front is narrow and shows up as a bump
can be seen in the inset of Fig. 5~a!. Close inspection of the
tail part of the unstable structures such as the one show
the inset of Fig. 5~a! shows that the grains are in motion an
rolling down the incline.

FIG. 5. ~a! The angleuq versus the angle of the obstacleu for
the same conditions as in Fig. 4. The granular material used is e
beach sand or glass beads. Inset: profiles foru smaller than the
critical angleu l and larger but very close tou l , which is estimated
at 24°. ~b! The same data as in~a!, for tan(uq) versus the reduced
accelerationA. Inset:DA versus the angleu.
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The dependence of tan(uq) versus the angle of the plateu
turns out to be similar to that of the aspect ratioH/R of the
maximum height of the ripple to that of its base length. Th
dependence is determined solely by the factorA5(m cosu
2sinu) ~a reduced acceleration! as both quantities are linea
versusA. As can be seen in Fig. 5~b!, tan(uq) follows this
law very well. This dependence gives a natural explanat
for the limiting angleu l as it turns out to be fixed by the
dynamic friction coefficientm ~we find 0.45 for the glass
beads and 0.57 for the sand fromu l , values not very differ-
ent from those determined above!. Basically, above this
angle, gravity is stronger than the friction force maintaini
the structure in place. The mechanism behind the above
lation is a simple energy balance. In order for the flow
grains to reach the top of the front and make it grow ve
cally, their kinetic energy has to balance their potential e
ergy as they climb up the structure. The ratio of kinetic
potential energy is given by 1/2V2/gH; considering that the
average velocity of the stream of particles as they appro
the base of the front is given byV2/25AgR ~due simply to a
balance of gravity and friction on the bottom plate; w
checked the variation of the velocity of the stream and
dependence on the length and the angle directly!, this energy
ratio is thenAR/H which is constant in a single experime
and independent ofQ giving H/R and, therefore, tan(uq)
~approximately! proportional toA as confirmed by the mea
surements. In addition, this constant energy ratio seem
determine the vertical growth rate of the sand front. Sett
the vertical growth rate (RdH/dt) as simply proportional to
the product of this energy ratio by the total growth ra
(dS/dt5Q/rcb), the constantD can be calculated. This
gives D proportional toQ/Arcb @and therefore inversely
proportional to tan(uq) which is intuitive#, whererc is the
density of the sand which is not far from its compact valu
The dependence ofD on A is borne out experimentally a
seen in the inset of Fig. 5~b!. While the aspect ratio decrease
as the angleu approachesu l , the coefficientD increases.

The above considerations clarify most of the properties
the propagating sand front notably their aspect ratio and t
propagation speed in relation to the interplay betwe
gravity and friction against the bottom plate. A crucial issu
however, concerns the understanding of the shape or pr
h(x,t) of the obtained sand fronts which displays a linear t
and a curved front. For our purposes, we use a simple m
that was shown, recently, to work reasonably well for s
tionary dynamic dunes@12#. The model, which is close
in spirit to the model proposed by Hwa and Kardar in t
early 1990s@6#, postulates a driven convection-diffusio
equation for the profile of the propagating sand front w
no distinction between moving and static parts within t
pile as is done in more recent models@8#. This driven
convection-diffusion equation can be written as: (]h/]t)
1@](vxh)/]x#2D8(]2h/]x2)5q(x,t). In these equations
vx(x,t) is a mean convection velocity along thex axis.D8 is
a diffusion constant andq(x,t) is a velocity perpendicular to
thex axis due to the injection of the sand upstream and fix
by conservation of the mass flux. Due to the self-similar
we have made the following simplifications@using the re-
duced variable y5x/R(t)]; vx(x,t)5v(t)y and q(x,t)

er
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52v(t)tan(uq)y @where v(t)5dR(t)/dt5D/2R(t)]. If we
use the propertyh(x,t)5R(t) f (y), we obtain a new equa
tion for f (y). The linear dependence ofq on tan(uq)y is
consistent with mass conservation. The functional form ofvx
can be found directly from the self-similarity of the profile
The resulting equation forf can be solved exactly: one ob
tains an exact solutionf (y)5tan(uq)@y2sinh(ay)/sinh(a)#,
wherea5AD/D8. The structure of this solution is simple:
superposition of a linear solution with slope tan(uq) and a
term originating from the diffusive term in the equation gi
ing the curvature at the front. This solution is a very go
approximation to the profiles of the advancing sand fro
obtained for different anglesu ~see Fig. 6!. The fits were
carried using one free parametera. SinceD is known,D8
turns out to be roughly constant with a value of abo
0.021 cm2/s. As is apparent here, the shapes depend on
related parameters, namely, tan(uq) and a which both de-
pend on the angleu. In order to collapse all of these profile

FIG. 6. Different profiles for different anglesu. The lines are
fits using the expression in the text. Inset: Collapse of profiles
different angles onto a universal curve. The solid line is the th
retical prediction.
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versus the angle, one needs to take the variation of both t
parameters versusu into account. This is done in the inset o
Fig. 6, where we plot@y2 f (y)/tan(uq)# versusa(12y) ~to
put the front at position 0! giving simply the
sinh(ay)/sinh(a) dependence that is displayed as the so
line. The agreement with this form is excellent for structur
obtained with different inclinations.

More rigorous theoretical analyses on sand fronts us
more recent model introduced to describe the interface o
pile of sand as well as the dynamics of avalanches@8,9# ~see
Ref. @7# for earlier attempts!. These so-called ‘‘BCRE equa
tions’’ are a sophistication of earlier ‘‘single variable’’ mod
els which describe the interface of a pile of sand as gover
by a diffusion process that relaxes possible surface rough
@6#. These models are powerful in giving the dynamics
avalanches as an example and treat the dynamic pile
composed of a static and a moving part using appropr
couplings between the two. Recently, in a theoretical w
@9#, based on a formalism introduced in Ref.@8#, in the case
of a granular flow near a boundary, self-similarity was su
gested for the advancing sand fronts. However, their findi
differ from ours: the similarity solution found was inx/t
while the similarity observed here is inx/At. It must be
noted here that these models make use of parameters~con-
vection velocity, diffusion coefficients, etc.! which are as-
sumed to be constant. In addition, the presence of a gran
external flux was not considered in Ref.@9#. It may well be
that the use of appropriate parameters with the correct
pendence on temporal and spatial coordinates in these m
els may describe our results in more detail than the mode
use, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.

The advancing sand fronts obtained in our simple exp
ment are self-similar and present profiles which are und
standable on the basis of a simple driven convecti
diffusion equation for the interface. Such results, althou
relevant to a quasi-two-dimensional geometry, may sh
some light on the dynamics of sand dunes and sand rip
which are a source of both fascination and awe.
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